
Home decor textiles 



Using a number of types of fabrics in space will give a very rich and 
interesting look, the use of 
Fabrics and textiles will come in the form of : maps, runner maps, 
curtains, pillows, pictures ,fabric combinations on sofas and more 



"It's just daring to get the inspiration from everything going on around you! 

Look at the inquisitive curiosity about the world, just like a kid, that's what I do. 

You can find inspiration for almost anything, in a beautiful postcard, in a funny 

envelope arrived in the mail, in the wintry weather on a cool morning or in an 

old shoe. 

Don't think so much, just try to connect with emotion and then give it a 

translation 

In material, color and shape. Here's how you go about designing your home. "- 

Sir Paul Smith 

Those word have been said by one of the most known designers. 

What does it mean? Follow your feelings, try to design from your heart and 

then work from your brain, the most outstanding design in the world are the 

one that creat a certain feeling within us as a human beeings 



The brownish design gives us a calmer feel in the space, Combinations 
of natural rattan with touches of off-white fabric. All of this 
complexity gives us a  relaxed and natural feel 
When designing our space at home or elsewhere, only 3 shades are 
recommended, while the fourth shade will be space-sensitive. 
- 50% color that comes from the flooring itself 
40% tint that comes from the wall itself 
5% shade resulting from its furniture and shades 
And 5% shades that result from the textile in the space itself 



Clean architectural design - The use of textiles gives a color touch to 
space and in fact it   revives him. An ethnic rug combined with a High 
teck touch in the space create something very unique in the design it 
self . The niche in the wall which is the result of unique thinking 
combined with special wall cladding. I personally recommend 
incorporating wood cladding on the wall because it gives a special point 
of interest to the space itself. 
 
 
 
 
 



In this space we can see a very subdued space in its appearance. 

A very solid style with a different touch that comes through a 

burgundy armchair with nickel shades of metal. 

A cold office ceiling that gives contrast to the space itself.  



Combinations from nature give us a calm and soft look. It is very 

important to design such interlocking in our living space. 

Precisely because our home is where we must recharge and 

relax. As we can see, there is a delicate and soft combination of 

rattan material here. 

With off white fabric seat - and cushions that are not tinted but 

do a nice job in the combinations themselves. 



What types of curtains and what is suitable for 
what? This information is our next topic 
The most popular Roman curtains for living 
room and home curtains 
A Roman curtain is a rectangular and straight 
curtain that hangs from the ceiling. curtain 
Roman scrolls upwards with a special cable. 
There are Roman curtains that open 
And close by electric scroll. A Roman curtain has 
a clean and up-to-date line 
Giving every space a classic and prestigious 
atmosphere. The way the curtain is scrolling 
allows 
Different levels of shading 



A Roman curtain definitely fits into any style and you can combine 

it with a standard   curtain as well. Here is a space we can see     

with a wide entrance to the garden. The curtains come with a 

length  of 6-7 ft, so you need to combine a number of curtains on 

the garden exit   for a pleasant and comfortable look 



Rings Curtain is a curtain whose upper part has holes with rings (rings) 
It is very easy to operate and clean the curtain. A ring curtain is a 
young curtain in a clean line 
Suitable for every room and space. You can combine a selection of 
design accessories and design in the curtain 



Ring  curtain   - gives a young look to the space, its advantage is in 
fabrics that do 
Use. - Soft fabrics Organza fabrics with light stiffness can be 
successfully combined with 
Other types of curtains. The use of such a curtain will give the desired 
wink 
For certain design-style spaces 



A panel curtain is a curtain made of fabric and opened sideways 
Curtain into curtain with special rail. The panel curtain can be a 
combined   with various fabrics, scroll fabrics and more.  
Panel Curtain   hanging on rail and powered by 
A rope that hangs on its sides, and there is also the possibility of 
electric power. 



Panel curtains are mainly recommended for waiting rooms and 
places of interest 
Hide showcases, storage cabinets and more. The panel curtain 
gives each room an atmosphere of 
Luxury and elegance. 



Designed curtains give a pleasant and unique atmosphere in 

every space 

While the role of curtains is to shade the spaces, those curtains 

will add and will  provide atmosphere and grace in every room. 

those curtains are the one that will give a glamor to your space 



Austrian curtains are classic European style curtains 

Austrian curtains made of high-quality and prestigious fabrics. 

The Austrian curtains upgrade every space and give it a luxurious 

and warm atmosphere. Those curtains are not suited for every 

space, as you can imagine. 

But the person who wish to use them will defiantly live like a king  



Scroll Curtain The most practical curtain for shading and 

darkening, scroll curtains are curtains that are raised upwards 

using a manual cable or 

Using an electrical mechanism. Scroll curtains allow full shading in 

any space. 



Blinds are Designed and comfortable kind of curtain 

Blinds are curtains made of many types and widths, such as 

aluminum, 

Oak and plastic (wood-like) and more. A blind curtain has 

different operating mechanisms, so every person can use them. 

The days of only one mechanism is way gone. 

 Today it is much more easier for us to use them 



Here we can see a curtain made of wooden boards. The look that 
such a curtain gives is very cozy and solid. There are a large number 
of control mechanisms in curtains of this type 



The Sun Strip Curtain is a modern curtain with an elegant and 

delicate look 

Through the technology innovations implemented in the curtain we 

can fully control 

In shading the room. We can also seal or open and illuminate the 
grooves between the stages. 



San Strip Curtain made of plastic and 
effective to give a solid appearance with 
convenient use for wet rooms, it is built in 
such a way that the  sealed part is on the 
transparent part and this is the reason  
the sun can be dimmed 



A silhouette curtain is like a decorative fabric blinds 
Silhouette curtain is made of three layers combined with airy and cozy 
tulle fabric in the center 
The curtain has a variety of patterns. A silhouette curtain was 
gathered up, on the tracks 
There is a   covered with cloth under which the curtain is gathered. 
Silhouette curtain gives 
Soft and cozy atmosphere and fits any style of design. 



Now let's talk about accessories and 

decorative textiles in our private home design 

 

Decoration is an important and integral part 

of our space design. 

It is our ability to combine items that will 

enhance the space due to their minimalistic 

presence. However, in this place you can 

definitely combine items that are not  rather 

related to the design style that been chosen. 

Why incorporate something unrelated? Quite 

simply, one element not related to the design 

style can give a different and unique design 

touch. 

However, it is not advisable to place anything 

unrelated - but to connect with the essence 

and style of the space and give it a special 

touch. 

How do you do that ? Look at the style itself 

and see what can make it stand out and give 

it some design sting 



The space here is divided into 2 viewing directions. On one side, the 
living room is connected in its design language with white sitting chair   
( called shez long )with golden brown touches, and there is the living 
room lamp in golden shade as well. In the other room there is a kind of 
disorder, because the textile does not communicate with any part of 
the room itself. While there are interesting elements in the furniture 
itself, such as the desk, but besides that there is a disorder which is 
quite prominent 



A very calm living space which gives a sense of peace. While it is not 
a young and kicking look, but it certainly a cozy living. 
Combinations of light brown shades that give a pleasant tranquility. 
Sunlight certainly plays an important role in designing the space 
itself. 



Pillows are an integral part of the textile. 

Nowadays you can get a verity of  fabrics, 

shades and very special ones. The place of 

plain fabrics no longer exists, and you can 

order fabrics with special prints and personal 

photos of you or your loved ones . 

There is a trend nowadays to incorporate a 

large number of cushions on the sofa with a 

view of indulgent comfort - and I can say from 

experience that it certainly gives such a look, 

yet not everyone will connect with it. 

You have to watch out for trends by just being 

up to date! 

It is important that you stay true to yourself and 

your design style throughout - do not forget 

that you pay money on your home, no matter if 

you bought it or rent it - you should live it 

according to all your requirements and 

expectations 



We have reached the end of the class - thank you for your participation 

In the next lesson we will touch on just as interesting material that will make 

your home look more decorated than ever, see you in the next lesson 


